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(Photo courtesy of Wikipedia) 

 

 

CHARLES MANSON was one of the most notorious cult leaders of the 20th Century. Although possibly 

never killing anyone personally, he directed his drugged out, fanatical, hippy followers—known as the 

“Manson Family”— to do the killing for him. The result was a gruesome execution of actress Sharon Tate 

and six other individuals in California during July and August of 1969. His “Family” was also responsible 

for murdering a man and his wife—Leno and Rosemary LaBianca—the day following the Tate murders. 

Manson and his “Family” were arrested for the murders.  
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Manson’s early life was definitely problematic, awash in a family of criminal behavior and father issues. 

It’s questionable whether Manson even knew his biological father. This was, obviously, not good for 

Manson’s early childhood, and the entirety of his life was spent in and out of juvenile facilities and 

eventually in  multiple “big boy” prisons.  

 

The crazed photo of Manson at the beginning of this chapter is interesting because, although it’s basically 

the same size as all the other “Bad Guy” photos, it looks much bigger because Manson’s entire face fills 

the frame, making him seem bigger than life, and that’s most probably how Manson viewed himself, i.e., 

bigger than life. 

 

Manson wanted to be a singer/songwriter but that was not in his destiny. Turmoil and arrogance were, 

however. Manson was so deluded that he wanted to create a race war between Blacks and Whites. The 

theme song for his apocalyptic race war was from the Beatles tune, “Helter Skelter,” but he failed at it, 

just like he failed at being a musical artist. 

 

On 25 January 1971, Manson and his killer family were found guilty on all of the Tate/LaBianca killings. 

They were sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. 

 

Manson died in prison on 19 November 2017 at the age of 83. The cause was cardiac arrest. 

 

BASIC MATRIX 

 

BASIC MATRIX 

CHARLES MILLES MANSON 

Born: 12 November 1934 
 

Roots  Lifepath Exp PE Soul M/S Nature M/N Voids 

 UMBRELLA DESIRES PERSONALITY 2 & 7 

Simple 22v-4 77v-5 99-9 9 22v-4 5 9  

General 22 77 99 27 49 50 72  

Specific 40 212 252 36 76 176 216  

Transit 13 14 18 18 13 14 n/a  
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PERFORMANCE/EXPERIENCE & SOUL 

What’s the first thing that stands out in Manson’s Basic Matrix? Arguably, it’s the 99-9 Performance 

Experience and his 9 Soul. He wanted to be bigger than life and his 9 Soul desire was satisfied by his 99-9 

(PE). Manson wanted power and he got it . . . to his early murderous satisfaction but ultimate demise. 

 

This 99-9 PE and 9 Soul of Manson clearly reveal the dark side of this 9-based duo. Power can be 

positively magnanimous or negatively ignominious; benevolent or malevolent; angelic or demonic. Either 

way, it is universal and powerful. Just simply compare all the “Bad Guys” in this 13th Volume of the 

King’s Book of Numerologytm series versus those individuals featured in Volume 10: Historic Icons,  

Part 1.  

 

The 99-9 in the PE or LIST position of a chart identifies the role an individual will play on the great life 

stage. It is the performance a person will give in life. It is the reality of a life. A 9 or 99-9 in the Soul or 

Material Soul (MS) reveals the individual’s needs, wants, desires and motivations but not the life reality. 

The PE is the energy of one’s reality. It’s not simply a wish, desire or want. It is what will happen, not 

what one wants to happen. 

 

Because of the 9 in his Soul and 99-9 in his Performance/Experience, Manson got what he wanted in 

life—power and recognition on a global scale. Unfortunately for him, however, most of his recognition 

was as a prison inmate from 1972 to 2017—45 years of continual incarceration until his death at age 83. 

 

So . . . those individuals with the 99-9 PE and 9 Soul combination should be ever-watchful of their life. It 

won’t be a small life, or an obscure one. It will be big, but just how big and how good or bad will it be? 

As Lord Acton famously wrote to Bishop Mandell Creighton: 

 

Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts 

absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men. 

 

Yet, there’s another 9 in Manson’s Basic Matrix—the 9 in his Material Nature (M/N). This denotes 

Manson’s basic personality, which is one of domination, power, and rulership. Thus, Manson’s Soul, 

Material Nature and PE—three of the seven components of his Basic Matrix—created a large degree of 

power and universality. 
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Another aspect of the 9 energy is music because music is universal. Everybody understands music. Not 

everybody speaks the same language but everyone can dance and hum, even if they don’t know the words 

to a song being played. This is why so many great singers, songwriters, musicians, artists and performers 

have some degree of 9 energy in their charts. The 9 is the energy of universality. 

 

But, of course, there are Bad Guys who have the 9 energy in their charts as well as the Good Guys. 

Benedict Arnold, Lance Armstrong, Vladimir Putin, Bernie Madoff, Jodi Arias, Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine 

Maxwell, Harvey Weinstein, Ted Bundy, Richard Ramirez and Charles Manson all have a 9 of some 

degree in their Basic Matrix or chart. But so do famous Good Guys such as Elvis Presly, Albert Einstein, 

Amelia Earhart, William Shakespeare, Sofia Loren, Winston Churchill, Donald Trump, Howard Hughes, 

Jr. and Kareem Abdul Jabbar. 

 

LIFEPATH, MATERIAL SOUL AND VOIDS 

Manson’s Lifepath and Material Soul both manifest a 22-4. However, the 2 is void in Manson’s chart, the 

same as Ramirez. Therefore, Manson’s LP and MS are ciphered as 22v-4, meaning that the foundation of 

the 4 energy of structure, work, effort, discipline, control, etc. is severely weakened by the 22v master 

energy of relationship, conflict, others and support. A 2v equates to a lack of kindness and caring, so 

Manson’s 4 Material Soul is massively weakened and compromised. 

 

It can be argued that Manson really had no feelings for his “Family” and their well-being. He was 

basically using them, creating a family-like environment where, because of the immense power in his 

chart due to the 9 energy, he was king; he ruled the roost, making sure he was the one in control—the 

absolute one who maintained power over the others. 

 

The other void in Manson’s Basic Matrix is the number 7, ciphered as 7v. Manson made a great many 

mistakes in his life of crime and criminality because of the 7v. He thought he was smart. He wasn’t. The 

7v generally manifests as a lack of discretion, wisdom and overall bad choices. Manson made a lot of bad 

choices in his life even though he sat on a fabricated and delusional throne of power and rulership. 

 

EXPRESSION & NATURE 

The 7v also played a major part in who Manson was. His Expression (Exp) and Nature are both a 5, 

which tells us he was a free spirit, mercurial, restless, versatile, adventurous, sensual, non-traditional and 

non-conventional. He was a product of the sexual and promiscuous revolution of the time, along with its 
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drug culture and rebellious nature. However, look at the 77v master root in his Expression. A 7v x 11 = 

77v of deep thought, reflection, analysis, self-examination, study. Manson’s whole Basic Matrix defines 

him as power-hungry (9s & 99-9), sexually and sensuously driven (5), full of bad choices (77v) and no 

care for others (2v). He was definitely one of the Bad Guys. 

 

LIFE MATRIX 

 

LIFE MATRIX (Simple) 

CHARLES MILLES MANSON 

Born: 12 November 1934 

 

Crown Pinnacle 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v 

    

Grand Pinnacle 

6/(5)/11-2v 

 

1st Pinnacle 2nd Pinnacle 

5/(5)/1 1/(5)/6 

 

1st Epoch-Day: 12-3 2nd Epoch-11-2  3rd Epoch-Year: 1934-8 

3/(5)/8 2v/(14-5)/16-7v 8/(5)/4 

 

1st Challenge 2nd Challenge 

1/(5)/6 6/(5)/11-2v 

 

Grand Challenge 

5/(5)/1 

 

Crown Challenge 

5/(5)/1 

 

 

 

The critical aspect of Manson’s Life Matrix was the 2v/(5)/7v IR Set in his 2nd Epoch and Crown 

Pinnacle. The Tate/LaBianca murders were committed during the 2nd Epoch timeline which began at age 

28 and ended at age 54.  
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The 2v/(5)/7v Crown Pinnacle timeline began at age 51 and lasted through the end of his life. Therefore, 

with the overlapping of the 2nd Epoch and Crown Pinnacle timelines, the 2v/(5)/7v energy exhibited 

linkage from age 28 through to Manson’s ultimate demise. 

 

The 2v/(5)/7v IR Set energy is one of the most difficult and negative of all the 81 IR Sets and their 

numeric variations, such as voids or no voids, stacking, linkage etc. The 2v shows no love or 

consideration for others; the 5 manifests as freedom and detachment, and the 7v engenders a lack of 

reason, discretion, thoughtlessness and self-examination. There is also extreme turmoil in the 2v/(5)/7v IR 

Set and Charles Manson’s life was a perfect depiction of it. In short, the 2v/(5)/7v IR Set shrieks, shouts 

and screams trouble and turmoil. 

 

The 6/(5)/11-2v 2nd Challenge IR Set began at age 33 and ended at age 41. This 2nd Challenge is when the 

Tate/LaBianca murders occurred, stacking with the 2v(5)/7v 2nd Epoch (LIST, 2nd Epoch and ROPE, 2nd 

Challenge). The 6 references family; the 5 is variety and sensuality; the 2v reveals a total disregard for 

others. 

 

Also of note is that the 7v and 2v occur in the ROPE (Reality, Outcome, Performance, Experience) 

position of the murderous rampage. Also of note is that the killings were in 1969, which generates a 7 in 

reduction but a 7v in Manson’s chart. This creates stacking of the 7v energy. 

 

The 5/(5)/1 IR Set in Manson’s 1st Pinnacle, Grand and Crown Challenges describe a person who is a 

maverick, lone wolf, does his own thing, loves his freedom. When anchored in a Challenge position, this 

5/(5)/1 IR Set shows that freedom is comprised and hard to come by. Manson’s incarceration supports this 

lack of freedom and movement. 

 

NAME TIMELINE: CHARLES 

The simple IR Set Name Timeline of Charles is 3/(13-4)/16-7v. Technically, it lasts for 30 years. 

However, it actually lasts for a lifetime because when the first name is uttered it releases an energy of 

itself externally. Therefore, the 16-7v ROPE will always be active in Manson’s life. 

 

NAME TIMELINE: MILLES 

The simple Name Timeline of Milles is a 7. Its IR Set is 7v/(4)/11-2v. Its time span is 25 years, beginning 

at age 31 and lasting through age 56. The murders occurred when Manson was 35 years of age, which was 
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during the Milles timeline. Here again are the 7v and 2v playing a major part in the killings of Sharon 

Tate, her friends, and the LaBiancas by the Manson Family. 

 

This 7v/(4)/11-2v IR Set of Milles is the reverse of Manson’s 2v/(14-5)/16-7v 2nd Epoch and Crown 

Pinnacle. The LIST and ROPE ciphers are simply switched but powerfully active nonetheless. 

 

NAME TIMELINE: MANSON 

This is very telling. The name Manson is a 22-4. Include the void and its 22v-4. When this 22-4v name 

filters through his 22-4v Lifepath, the outcome IR Set is 22v/(22v-4)/44-8. This is really a hate-filled 

energy pattern—only because of the two 22v master numbers, which, of course, create the 44-8, which is 

the energy associated with generals, managers, commanders, orchestrators, organizers and CEOs. Manson 

was, therefore, a failed leader. 

 

The Name Timeline of Manson officially began at age 56 and was active for 22 years, culminating at age 

77. Manson died at 83, so his last name circled back to his first name of Charles and its 3/(13-4)/16-7v IR 

Set until his death. 

 

2nd NINE CYCLE 

There is still more to the demented saga of Charles Manson. The 2nd 9 Cycle begins at the age of 10 and is 

active through age 18. This 2nd 9 Cycle contains a 2, which is voided in Manson’s chart, of course. The IR 

Set of this time period is 2v/(14-5)/16-7v! Where have we seen this pattern before? A rhetorical question, 

but it does inform us that Manson’s heinous energies began at age 10 and developed from there. 

 

20s DECADE 

The 20s Decade begins at age 20 and is active through age 29. Here again the number 2 is active and 

generates yet another 2v/(14-5)/16-7v energy pattern or IR Set. It’s clear from all this 2v and 7v energy in 

his chart that Charles Manson was living a very dark life, a murderous life; a demonic life. In fact, 

Manson corroborated his sentiments during a sentencing on 4 March 1971 by stating to the media, “I am 

the Devil.” Obviously, he wasn’t kidding. 

 

Normally, when someone dies we wish them to Rest In Peace. However, Manson’s murderous acts during 

his life may well generate the good-bye phrase, “Burn in Hell.” 
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CONCENTRATION OF NUMBERS 

The concentration of numbers in the life of Charles Manson is interesting. They actually can be organized 

into blocks. The 2 void and 7 void (2v & 7v) play a major role, as we know. With the 2v and 7v active 

throughout his life, Manson was never a happy camper. 

The first block is represented by the 9 and its power. Manson’s personality (9 Material Nature), his Soul 

desires (9) and his 9 Performance/Experience create a triune axis of power, domination, universality and 

the public stage. 

99-9 Performance/Experience 

9 Soul 

9 Material Nature 

 

The second block involves all of his 2v and 22v-4s. 

 

2v ROPE: 2nd Challenge 

22v Lifepath 

22v Material Soul 

22v Name Timeline of Manson 

 

The third block incorporates all of his 16-7v ROPEs, 2v/(14-5)/16-7v IR Sets and his 77v. 

 

77v-5 Expression 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v: 2nd 9 Cycle 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v: Twenties Decade 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v: 2nd Epoch 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v: Crown Pinnacle 

2v/(14-5)/16-7v: Name Timeline of Milles 

3/(13-4)/16-7v Name Timeline of Charles 

 

The fourth block contains his 5/(5)/1 IR Sets. 

5/(5)/1: 1st Pinnacle 

5/(5)/1: Grand Challenge 

5/(5)/1: Crown Challenge 

 

Collectively, these energies could never create a positive person. What they did create was one of the 

darkest and most demonic cult leaders of the 20th Century. 
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Charles Manson is featured in The King’s Book of Numerology, Volume 13, Bad Guys. It is available 

from Amazon.com (https://tinyurl.com/4esdjt8p) and at www.RichardKing.net/books.htm 

 

 
 

 

 

LINKS OF INTEREST 

 

Website: www.RichardKing.net 

Richard Andrew King books: www.RichardKing.net/books.htm 

The King’s Numerologytm: www.RichardKing.net/numerology.htm   

Martial Arts: KingsKarate.net 

Kiado-Ryutm Karate: Kiado-Ryu.com 

 

CONTACT  

Richard Andrew King 

arichking @ att.net 

Rich @ RichardKing.net 

PO Box 3621 | Laguna Hills, CA 92654 


